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AICO TEAM REVIEWS

AICO is in possession of experts in various industries that state
the following over DeepCloud AI:

"Big fan of the way they aim to generate revenue as its quite straight forward and
easily transfer and scalable.” - Dominik Ulrich

"I like Deepcloud AI. Personally, I think cloud computing is one of the most
exciting blockchain applications. If it works, decentralized cloud computing will be
more cost effective than centralized cloud computing but due to the distribution
of nodes there is the latency problem. This is what they are tackling specifically
and pointing it out as their UVP. " - Sebastian Hewing

"I like their underlying premise of helping the Dapp infrastructure progress. Also I
think they offer some cool sounding Cloud feature such as their suggested ‘close
to the edge’ approach.” - Rob Eijgenraam
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DEEPCLOUD AI TEAMS
About the team
The team is well experienced in the field of Information Techology as well as in regards of Artificial
Intelligence. Many of its team members are coming from high-class enterprises and bring hence the
necessary experience in order to make shape this project successfully. The CEO, Max Rye, has over
10 years operating experience as CEO in the tech industry and was responsible for many fortune 500
projects.
15 years of experience in
Cloud Computing Industry
Former IT Director at Hyatt
Hotels Corporation

13 years of experience in building
corporate cloud and AI systems
Former Senior Cloud Architect at
Hewlett Packard

CEO

Cloud Architect

Max Rye

Joseph Vargas

25 years of experience in
leading diverse global teams
Former CTO of Fortune 500
companies

18 years of experience in R&D
Former Head of Software
Development at Athensa

CTO

Head of Development

Geeta Chauhan

Felix Rodriguez

10 years of experience in
Business
Former Financial Analyst
at Ebay

Master’s Degree in AI and 3
years of experience within AI in
leading positions.

CPO

Head of AI

Miroslav Sala

Maged Eljazzar
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PARTNERS/
ADVISORS

DeepCloud AI Partners
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About the advisors
The project is in possession of a strong set of advisors which state connections to sucessful
projects such as NEO, Nebulas and 0chain. Moreover, computer science specialists have been
hired who support the team in technical design questions.

JAN DE KONING

40 years of experience in
Business.
Currently Consultant at
DeConsultancyKoning

HITTERS XU

VISHWAS MANRAL

Deep experience in regards
of Blockchain.
Founder and CEO at
Nebulas

DR. AHMED SAYED

Assistant Professor at Assiut
University
Computer Science
Specialist

Founder and CEO at
nanosec.io
Advisor to 0chain

DR. HENGKY SUSANTO

Researcher at Huawei's
Future Network Theory
Lab
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TOKEN METRICS

Token Infomation
The project will raise its funds through an ICO and is therefore going to create an utility token
that will be ERC20 compliant. In regards of their metrics, a fully circulating valuation of around
37.5M USD seems to be too ambigious for the given market conditions. The raise of 15M USD in
itself is currently very hard to achieve. As an investor this can be advantageous because unsold
tokens are being burned which reduces the total market capitalization by a given amount in a
scenario where the fundraise is not being competely outsold.

Token Type: ERC20, Utility token
Hardcap: 15M USD
Tokens for Sale: 40%
Full Valuation: 37.5M USD
Public Sale Price: 1 DEEP = 0.25 USD
(Pre-sale received a minimum bonus of 10%)

Full Valuation: 37.5M USD
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TRACTION

DeepCloud is in possession of many partnerships that make use of the being developed
software within their existing enterprises. One can assume that once the technology is
fully live those enterprises will be onboarded as customers permanently for the various
products that are being offered by DeepCloud.

CLICK AND JOIN DEEPCLOUD AI TELEGRAM
COMMUNITY NOW!
DeepCloud AI's enterprise partners like for example TV Azteca (one of the
largest TV channels in Mexico) has been using the decentralized cloud
side by side with their AWS solutions. They have seen stability of
DeepCloud's cloud and currently save a lot of money as a result with the
solution. They would be interested in scaling up and paying for the usage.

DeepCloud AI is working with a CGI company in Tokyo. Aside from that
they have their own services like DeepTransfer.net and another one
coming out soon DeepSign (blockchain based DocuSign) that will also use
these resources. DeepCloud AI is working with a few Dapp's that are
currently building on DeepCloud as well.

DeepCloud have 18 enterprise clients currently using their platform
including their own services like DeepTransfer.net . all of their premium
services that we build on top of DeepCloud will also use DEEP tokens for
payment.
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CONCEPT/PRODUCT
DeepCloud will be geared for the next generation of Cloud
Computing. It will be focused on AI processing at the edge.
Here a comparison of competitor projects within the cryptosphere:

Deepcloud AI
Deepcloud AI

Platform
Master Nodes

iExec

Golem

SONM

Global
AI-Driven Cloud Cloud Marketplace
Universal Gog
Decentralized
for dApps
Infrastructure
Supercomputer Supercomputer
Deepcloud AI’s
Network

XtremWeb-HEP

Golem’s
Network

Cocaine
Hub nodes

Configurable nodes
SaaS
IaaS
Fog Computation
Non Deterministic
Tasks
AI Fair Incentives
Marketplace AI
recommendaton
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USER CASES
A wide range of use cases can be addressed using
our platform. These include:

SMART CITIES
IoT & AI rely on DeepCloud AI's resources close to
edge for running and deploying their applications.

SUPPLY CHAIN
Complex supply chain tracking applications can be
deployed on DeepCloud conveniently.

TV SERVICES PROVIDERS
Service providers like TV companies can rely on
DeepCloud AI's decentralized services.

DECENTRALIZED AI ALGORITHM LEARNING
Possibility of a mechanism for IoT device consumer's
to monetize their own data with all the transactions
and encryption of the data and the algorithms via the
blockchain.

Introduction
Video

HOMEPAGE

WHITEPAPER

TELEGRAM
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